
INDECISION BLUES
I got them indecision blues, just don't know what to do.
I got them indecision blues, just don't know what to do.

Four guys wanna jam with Bill. Which one will he choose?
 

Oh so many choices, guitars & diddly bows in front of me.
Oh so many choices, guitars & diddly bows in front of me.
I'm here in the Delta, learning with Dr. Herts & Miss Lee.

 
The history of the Delta is a rich and layered one.
The history of the Delta is a rich and layered one.

My world has been expanded, and that 
change won't come undone.



School Bus Blues
See that yellow school bus

taking ladies to their rights?
See that yellow school bus

taking ladies to their rights?
Archaic rules pull 'em over,

now it's time to go and fight.
 

Miss Hamer rose up in Ruleville
challenging the status quo.

Miss Hamer rose up in Ruleville
challenging the status quo.

Boss man said, "you registered?
Then you got to up and go!"

 
Oh no she wouldn't waiver,
and she won't back down.

Oh no she wouldn't waiver,
and she won't back down.

Fallin' forward for freedom;
her foes were judgment bound.



Pain of Humanity
Blues

The pain of humanity,
it's weighin' down on me.

The pain of humanity,
it's weighin' down on me.
How can we deal with it?
Forgiveness sets us free.

 
Charles McLaurin, 

Miss Hamer loved him like a son.
Charles McLaurin,

Miss Hamer loved him like a son.
Is the movement over?

Oh no, we have work to be done.
 

Graced by Wheeler Parker,
and humbled to my knees.
Graced by Wheeler Parker,
and humbled to my knees.

Keep Emmett's light burning,
and his story spreading free.



Peabody Blues
I wanted more time at the Peabody

to look at the ducks.
I wanted more time at the Peabody

to look at the ducks.
They waddled out of my viewpoint

and man, that really sucks.
 

I'll head back to the Peabody,
get there early for a seat.

I'll head back to the Peabody,
get there early for a seat.

Gunna watch the whole ceremony,
and that'll be really neat.

 
They say that in the lobby
is where the Delta starts.
They say that in the lobby
is where the Delta starts.

This week here in the Delta
made us love it with all our hearts.


